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Background: Historically, immunisation has largely focused on children. There is an increased realisation that optimal control of vaccine preventable diseases (VPDs) requires an extension of immunisation to adolescents and adults. Research is vital to guide the extension of adolescent and adult immunisation without interference with the childhood immunisation program ...
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Brucella abortus is a Gram-negative intracellular zoonotic bacterium that causes infertility and abortion in cattle, and undulant fever in humans. Its low dose of infectivity, ability to be aerosolized, and ease of genetic modification, makes it a bioterror concern. The overall goal is to generate a safe and effective vaccine for humans. One candidate vaccine is Bruce ...
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Fringe medicine (euphemistically called alternative), their articles (sometimes called throw aways) and products (supplements) have peacefully but uncomfortably coexisted with traditional medicine. The advent of the internet and the spread of misinformation have made traditional medicine evaluate its approach on all medical information. Traditional or prestigious jour ...
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Infl uenza A H5N1 subtype known as avian fl u is an emerging and extremely contagious virulent disease that poses a risk to the international community’s security. In latest years, by establishing itself as an important emerging infectious disease, it has become a major public health issue. ...
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Immunizing human or animals with edible plants is an evolving tool that seems to grip countless potential. The selected/desired antigen of pathogens (HIV, tuberculosis etc) are inserted to the selected host plant by transformation technique to form a transgenic plant. Edible vaccines grip countless promise as a profi table, easily managing, can be store easily, unlike ...
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